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Public Sector Information in the Digital Age - Georg Aichholzer
2004-12-20
This timely volume reviews key issues and developments in the
controversial area of public sector information (PSI). It addresses the
fundamental themes, challenges and conflicts surrounding the access to,
and use of, PSI in the new digital era. Using detailed empirical analyses
and case studies from across Europe and the USA, the authors focus on
the crucial policy, economic, legal and social issues. The public sector is
the biggest single producer and holder of information including
administrative and government documents, regulatory texts, political
data and public registers. The authors demonstrate that this huge store
of information is a key resource for a broad range of stakeholders such
as citizens, civic organisations, private businesses and public sector
agencies. They argue that charging the marginal cost of dissemination, a
policy favoured in the US, will lead to optimal economic growth in society
and will far outweigh the immediate perceived benefits of aggressive
cost recovery.
Access Controlled - Ronald Deibert 2010-04-02
Reports on a new generation of Internet controls that establish a new
normative terrain in which surveillance and censorship are routine.
Internet filtering, censorship of Web content, and online surveillance are
national-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch

increasing in scale, scope, and sophistication around the world, in
democratic countries as well as in authoritarian states. The first
generation of Internet controls consisted largely of building firewalls at
key Internet gateways; China's famous “Great Firewall of China” is one
of the first national Internet filtering systems. Today the new tools for
Internet controls that are emerging go beyond mere denial of
information. These new techniques, which aim to normalize (or even
legalize) Internet control, include targeted viruses and the strategically
timed deployment of distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks,
surveillance at key points of the Internet's infrastructure, take-down
notices, stringent terms of usage policies, and national information
shaping strategies. Access Controlled reports on this new normative
terrain. The book, a project from the OpenNet Initiative (ONI), a
collaboration of the Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto's Munk
Centre for International Studies, Harvard's Berkman Center for Internet
and Society, and the SecDev Group, offers six substantial chapters that
analyze Internet control in both Western and Eastern Europe and a
section of shorter regional reports and country profiles drawn from
material gathered by the ONI around the world through a combination of
technical interrogation and field research methods.
A Guided Reader to Research in Comparative Criminology/criminal
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Justice - John Winterdyk 2009
With this publication the editors offer the first comprehensive text
designed to assist, facilitate and guide interested researchers in how to
engage in comparative criminological/criminal justice research. The
editors have collected a series of nine articles which serve to illustrate
examples to facilitate the reader in how to conduct such research. Each
of the articles is accompanied with a series of questions and useful weblinks to further assist the reader and/or student.
Illusions of Security - Maureen Webb 2007-02
The government is spying on us. Here's how, and what we can do about
it.
Information Communication Technology Law, Protection and Access
Rights: Global Approaches and Issues - Portela, Irene Maria 2010-06-30
"This book identifies key issues in the relationship between ICT and law,
ethics, politics and social policy, drawing attention to diverse global
approaches to the challenges posed by ICT to access rights"--Provided by
publisher.
Textbook on Immigration and Asylum Law - Gina Clayton 2014
This volume examines the law and system of control which govern
immigration and asylum in the UK. It begins with the historical and legal
context, explains who is subject to immigration control, and describes
the legal and administrative structure of the system.
Stress Tested: The Covid-19 Pandemic and Canadian National Security Leah West 2021-12
The emergence of COVID-19 has raised urgent and important questions
about the role of Canadian intelligence and national security within a
global health crisis. Some argue that the effects of COVID-19 on Canada
represent an intelligence failure, or a failure of early warning. Others
argue that the role of intelligence and national security in matters of
health is--and should remain--limited. At the same time, traditional
security threats have rapidly evolved, themselves impacted and
influenced by the global pandemic. Stress Tested brings together leading
experts to examine the role of Canada's national security and intelligence
community in anticipating, responding to, and managing a global public
national-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch

welfare emergency. This interdisciplinary collection offers a clear-eyed
view of successes, failures, and lessons learned in Canada's pandemic
response. Addressing topics including supply chain disruptions,
infrastructure security, the ethics of surveillance within the context of
pandemic response, the threats and potential threats of digital
misinformation and fringe beliefs, and the challenges of maintaining
security and intelligence operations during an ongoing pandemic, Stress
Tested is essential reading for anyone interested in the lasting impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Mapping Transatlantic Security Relations - Mark B. Salter
2010-04-15
This book examines how legal, political, and rights discourses, security
policies and practices migrate and translate across the North Atlantic.
The complex relationship between liberty and security has been
fundamentally recast and contested in liberal democracies since the start
of the 'global war on terror'. In addition to recognizing new agencies,
political pressures, and new sensitivities to difference, it is important
that not to over-state the novelty of the post-9/11 era: the war on terror
simply made possible the intensification, expansion, or strengthening of
policies already in existence, or simply enabled the shutting down of
debate. Working from a common theoretical frame, if different
disciplines, these chapters present policy-oriented analyses of the actual
practices of security, policing, and law in the European Union and
Canada. They focus on questions of risk and exception, state sovereignty
and governance, liberty and rights, law and transparency, policing and
security. In particular, the essays are concerned with charting how
policies, practices, and ideas migrate between Canada, the EU and its
member states. By taking ‘field’ approach to the study of security
practices, the volume is not constrained by national case study or the
solipsistic debates within subfields and bridges legal, political, and
sociological analysis. It will be of much interest to students of critical
security studies, sociology, law, global governance and IR in general.
Mark B. Salter is Associate Professor at the School of Political Studies,
University of Ottawa.
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Webster's New World Hacker Dictionary - Bernadette Hlubik Schell
2006-09-05
Defines over eight hundred terms, including legal cases and people,
related to computer hacking and computer security; provides a
chronology of events related to hacking; and describes the ways in which
hackers work.
EU Migration Agencies - David Fernández-Rojo 2021-01-29
This insightful book analyzes the evolution of the operational tasks and
cooperation of the European Border and Coast Guard Agency
(FRONTEX), the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) and the
European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation (EUROPOL).
Exploring the recent expansion of the legal mandates of these
decentralized EU agencies and the activities they undertake in practice,
David Fernández-Rojo offers a critical assessment of the EU migration
agencies.
Secrecy and Openness in the EU - Tony Bunyan 1999
The third pillar of the European Union - Justice and Home Affairs formalised the array of secret committees that had been established
since the mid-1970s to coordinate the policies of the Member States on
such issues as policing, immigration, asylum, drugs and terrorism. Yet
the policies that were developed had fundamental implications for civil
liberties and democratic rights. Both before and after the Maastricht
Treaty the whole apparatus was outside the control of either national
parliaments or the European Parliament, and was not within the
jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice. However, the EU did adopt
a procedure to apply for documents which opened the door for citizens to
find out what had been decided. In this book Tony Bunyan analyses the
emergence of this secret system and the challenges to it both through
exposure and by campaigns to procure documents. Book jacket.
Transparency and Proportionality in the Schengen Information System
and Border Control Co-Operation - Stephen Kabera Karanja 2008
This volume offers an evaluation of the Schengen Information System
and border control co-operation from a transparency and proportionality
perspective. It also incorporates a legal descriptive analysis of the conational-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch

operation in order to accommodate the changes and developments that
occurred during the writing period. The transparency and proportionality
perspectives are developed from human rights and data protection
criteria. Transparency is understood as knowledge and accessibility to
legal information as well as openness and accountability. On the other
hand, proportionality is a requirement for guidance, balance and
justification as well as a need to avoid excessiveness and arbitrariness in
border control work. The final findings reveal that the Schengen cooperation suffers from a deficiency of transparency and proportionality.
Consequently, measures are proposed to augment the deficiency. Even
as this study was reaching its conclusion, fundamental legislative
changes, closely similar to some of the arguments and recommendations
projected in this study, took place. The efficacy of these changes is yet to
be discerned.
Public service broadcasting - Mendel, Toby 2013-12-31
European and International Media Law - Perry Keller 2011-05-12
Over the past half century, western democracies have lead efforts to
entrench the economic and political values of liberal democracy into the
foundations of European and international public order. As this book
details, the relationship between the media and the state has been at the
heart of those efforts. In that relationship, often framed in constitutional
principles, the liberal democratic state has celebrated the liberty to
publish information and entertainment content, while also forcefully
setting the limits for harmful or offensive expression. It is thus a
relationship rooted in the state's need for security, authority, and
legitimacy as much as liberalism's powerful arguments for economic and
political freedom. In Europe, this long running endeavour has yielded a
market based, liberal democratic regional order that has profound
consequences for media law and policy in the member states. This book
examines the economic and human rights aspects of European media
law, which is not only comparatively coherent but also increasingly
restrictive, rejecting alternatives that are well within the traditions of
liberalism. Parallel efforts in the international sphere have been
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markedly less successful. In international media law, the division
between trade and human rights remains largely unabridged and, in the
latter field, liberal democratic concepts of free speech are influential but
rarely decisive. In the international sphere states are moreover quick to
assert their rights to autonomy. Nonetheless, the current
communications revolution has overturned fundamental assumptions
about the media and the state around the world, eroding the boundaries
between domestic and foreign media as well as mass and personal
communication. European and International Media Law sets legal and
policy developments in the context of this fast changing, globalized
media and communications sector.
Transparency in Global Change - Burkart Holzner 2006-01-01
An examination of the quest for information exchange in an increasingly
international, open society, Transparency in Global Change discusses the
reasons for the recent increase in public desire for transparency and the
byproducts this transparency can produce.
United States Attorneys Bulletin - 2007

discusses the provisions of the Right to Information Act, how citizens
should make use of the right to information, the comprehensive
guidelines for public authorities and their obligations under the Act,
which includes relevant central information commission decisions, the
role of the public information officers (PIO), who are to be appointed as
per the provisions in the Act by all public authorities, the exemptions
allowed under the Act, and, finally, the appellate authorities to whom a
citizen can appeal in case of unsatisfactory response by the PIO.
International Handbook of Penology and Criminal Justice - Shlomo Giora
Shoham 2007-10-08
At the outset of the twenty-first century, more than 9 million people are
held in custody in over 200 countries around the world. --from the essay
"Prisons and Jails" by Ron King The first comparative study of this
increasingly integral social subject, International Handbook of Penology
and Criminal Justice provides a comprehensive and balanced review of
the philosophy and practicality of punishment. Drawn from the expertise
of scholars and researchers from around the world, this book covers the
theory, practice, history, and empirical evidence surrounding crime
prevention, identification, retribution, and incarceration. It analyzes the
efficacy of both traditional methods and thinking as well as novel
concepts and approaches. Beginning with a study of the changing
attitude of penal practice in Florida from one of offender transformation
to one of risk-management, imprisonment, surveillance, and control, this
volume embarks on an objective and sober appraisal of every aspect of
the field. Contributions consider the sociology of incarcerated prisoners
including the increasing prevalence of prison suicides. The book
evaluates arguments regarding the world-wide abolition of capitol
punishment from moral, utilitarian, and practical positions. It examines
non-incarcerative and alternative punishments such as financial
restoration and restrictions of liberty, as well as the positive effects of
Victim Offender Mediation. It also considers several methods aimed at
achieving measurable crime prevention including identifying at-risk
juveniles and minimizing crimes of opportunity, as well as the pros and
cons of employing the coercive power of police. Further essays consider

The Right to Information Act 2005 - Sudhir Naib 2011-01-24
The Indian state till recently denied information about its functioning and
decision-making to its citizens, ironically, using laws made during the
colonial period. Apart from being an anomaly in a democratic set-up, it
created an adverse impact on the quality of governance, accountability,
and transparency. It was only in 2005, after a prolonged freedom of
information movement, that this situation was finally rectified. The
government enacted the landmark Right to Information Act 2005, and
gave to all its citizens the right to access information held by or under
the control of public authorities. This Handbook is meant to serve as a
practical guide to the implementation of the Act. The book begins by
locating the Act in the context of a global movement for freedom of
information (FOI), and discusses the efforts made by international bodies
for adoption of FOI. It also presents a detailed comparative study of FOI
in five countries—the US, the UK, Canada, South Africa, and India. In
subsequent chapters, the book adopting a step-by-step approach,
national-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch
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subjects such as international policing, the roles of prosecution and
defense attorneys, current discretionary sentencing practices, and the
role and treatment of victims. The volume concludes with two chapters of
case studies that provide a "hands-on" feel for the interplay of the
concepts discussed. This volume is the first in a three-part trilogy. See
also The International Handbook of Victimology and The International
Handbook of Criminology.
Statewatching the New Europe - Tony Bunyan 1993
1. Glossary of groups
The Impact, Legitimacy and Effectiveness of EU CounterTerrorism - Fiona de Londras 2015-04-10
Counter-terrorism law and policy has been prominent and widespread in
the years following 9/11, touching on many areas of everyday life from
policing and border control to financial transactions and internet
governance. The European Union is a major actor in contemporary
counter-terrorism, including through its development of counterterrorism laws for application within the Union. This book undertakes a
multi-disciplinary and empirically informed analysis of the impact,
legitimacy and effectiveness of EU counter-terrorism. Taking into
account legal, societal, operational and democratic perspectives, this
collection connects theoretical and practical perspectives to produce an
interdisciplinary and multi-stakeholder study of how we might measure
and understand the impact, legitimacy and effectiveness of EU counterterrorism. Bringing together a select group of experts in the field,
particular emphasis is placed on understanding the practical experience
of implementing and assessing these measures gathered from and with
end users, including law-makers, policy-makers, security services,
industry partners and civil society. This edited collection will be of great
relevance to scholars and policy makers with an interest in counterterrorism law, EU law and security studies.
Homeland Security Organization in Defence Against Terrorism - J.
P. I. A. G. Charvat 2012
"Centre of Excellence Defence Against Terrorism, Ankara, Turkey."
Human Rights in the 21st Century - M. Goodhart 2011-03-29
national-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch

This is the first book to offer a systematic analysis of human rights in the
21st century. The chapters, written from diverse methodological
perspectives, provide rich and varied insights on vital questions
concerning the resiliency, weaknesses, and prospects of human rights
today.
Security Versus Freedom? - Thierry Balzacq 2016-04-01
From the viewpoint of migration and asylum policy and the fight against
terrorism, justice and home affairs is a key policy area. It is also an area
that raises important challenges and questions with regard to the
preservation of fundamental freedoms. This engaging volume examines
the emerging European Union area of freedom, security and justice at a
time when key policy priorities are taking shape within the EU. Bringing
together contributors from different backgrounds, the volume is ideal for
students and scholars of European studies, law, political science, political
theory and sociology.
Europe's Area of Freedom, Security, and Justice - Neil Walker 2004
This volume explores the main areas of legal development under the socalled 'Area of Freedom, Security, and Justice (AFSJ) 'which was
introduced into European law under the Treaty of Amsterdam of 1997. It
examines the main subject-matter of the new AFSJ: migration, family
reunion, asylum, police co-operation, and co-operation in matters of
criminal law and criminal procedure, and includes discussion of the
future of the AFSJ against the background of the current drafting of a
first Constitution for the European Union.
The Activities and Development of Europol - Ben Hayes 2002
2. Europol budgets and staff
Digital Borders and Real Rights - Evelien Brouwer 2008-06-04
This study describes the Schengen Information System and its
implementation in France, Germany, and the Netherlands, and the
availability of effective remedies for third-country nationals.
Whose Freedom, Security and Justice? - Anneliese Baldaccini
2007-06-28
This book brings together contributions from some of the leading
authorities in the field of EU immigration and asylum law to reflect upon
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developments since the Amsterdam Treaty and, particularly, the
Tampere European Council in 1999. At Tampere, Heads of State and
Government met to set guidelines for the implementation of the powers
and competences introduced by the Amsterdam Treaty and make the
development of the Union as an area of freedom, security and justice a
reality. Since 1999, a substantial body of law and policy has developed,
but the process has been lengthy and the results open to critique. This
book presents a series of analyses of and reflections on the major legal
instruments and policy themes, with the underlying question, to what
extent the ideals held out of 'freedom, security and justice accessible to
all', are in fact reflected in these legislative and policy developments.
Has freedom from terrorism and the spectre of illegal or irregular
migration, and increasingly strict border securitisation and surveillance
overshadowed the freedom of the migrant to seek entry or residence for
legitimate touristic, work, study, or family reasons, a secure refuge from
persecution, and effective access to justice? In 2004, the Heads of State
and Government presented a programme for the next stage of
development in these areas, the Hague Programme, and the Directives
and Regulations that have been agreed are now being transposed and
applied in Member States legal systems. What are the main challenges in
the years ahead as the Hague Programme and the existing legislative
acquis are implemented?
Secrecy, National Security and the Vindication of Constitutional
Law - D. Cole 2013
ÔThis is an important collection of scholarly essays that will illuminate
positive legal developments and normative constitutionalist concerns in
the expanding arena of secret government decisions. This book is
indispensable reading for those concerned with constitutionalism, the
rule of law and democracy as they bear on the tensions between secrecy
and disclosure in government responses to terrorism.Õ Ð Vicki C.
Jackson, Harvard University Law School, US ÔThis book contains the
broadest and deepest analysis of the legal and policy issues that relate to
secrecy and national security on one hand, and the imperatives of a
functioning democracy on the other. The broadest because it brings to
national-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch

bear materials from many countries, the deepest because it brilliantly
explores a core problem of constitutional government.Õ Ð Norman
Dorsen, New York University, US and President, American Civil Liberties
Union, 1976Ð1991 Virtually every nation has had to confront tensions
between the rule-of-law demands for transparency and accountability
and the need for confidentiality with respect to terrorism and national
security. This book provides a global and comparative overview of the
implications of governmental secrecy in a variety of contexts. Expert
contributors from around the world discuss the dilemmas posed by the
necessity for Ð and evils of Ð secrecy, and assess constitutional
mechanisms for checking the abuse of secrecy by national and
international institutions in the field of counter-terrorism. In recent
years, nations have relied on secret evidence to detain suspected
terrorists and freeze their assets, have barred lawsuits alleging human
rights violations by invoking Ôstate secretsÕ, and have implemented
secret surveillance and targeted killing programs. The book begins by
addressing the issue of secrecy at the institutional level, examining the
role of courts and legislatures in regulating the use of secrecy claims by
the executive branch of government. From there, the focus shifts to the
three most vital areas of anti-terrorism law: preventive detention,
criminal trials and administrative measures (notably, targeted economic
sanctions). The contributors explore how assertions of secrecy and
national security in each of these areas affect the functioning of the legal
system and the application of procedural justice and fairness. Students,
professors and researchers interested in constitutional law, international
law, comparative law and issues of terrorism and security will find this
an invaluable addition to the literature. Judges, lawyers and
policymakers will also find much of use in this critical volume.
Europe's Border Crisis - Nick Vaughan-Williams 2015
Europe's Border Crisis investigates dynamics in EU border security and
migration management and advances a path-breaking framework for
thought, judgment, and action in this context. It argues that a crisis point
has emerged whereby irregular migrants are treated as both a security
threat to the EU and as a life that is threatened and in need of saving.
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This leads to paradoxical situations such that humanitarian policies and
practices often expose irregular migrants to dehumanizing and lethal
border security mechanisms. The dominant way of understanding these
dynamics, one that blames a gap between policy and practice, fails to
address the deeper political issues at stake and ends up perpetuating the
terms of the crisis. Drawing on conceptual resources in biopolitical
theory, particularly the work of Roberto Esposito, the book offers an
alternative diagnosis of the problem in order to move beyond the present
impasse. It argues that both negative and positive dimensions of EU
border security are symptomatic of tensions within biopolitical
techniques of government. While bordering practices are designed to
play a defensive role they contain the potential for excessive security
mechanisms that threaten the very values and lives they purport to
protect. Each chapter draws on a different biopolitical key to both
interrogate diverse technologies of power at a range of border sites and
explore the insights and limits of the biopolitical paradigm. Must border
security always result in dehumanization and death? Is a more
affirmative approach to border politics possible? Europe's Border Crisis
sets out a new horizon for addressing these and related questions.
The Foundations and Future of Public Law - Elizabeth Fisher 2020-03-26
Public law in the UK and EU has undergone seismic changes over the
last forty years: development and membership of the EU, the Human
Rights Act, devolution, the fostering of public law expertise within the
judiciary, the globalization of public law, and the increased interaction
between the academy, judiciary, barristers, public interest groups, and
legislatures have transformed the public law landscape. Commentators
spend much time at the frontiers of the subject, responding rapidly to
new developments and providing guidance to scholars, legislators, and
judges for future directions. In these circumstances, there is rarely a
chance to reflect upon the implications of these changes for the
fundamentals of public law and how those fundamentals relate to one
another. In this collection, leading figures in UK and EU public law
address this lacuna. Inspired by the depth, scope, and ambition of the
work of Paul Craig, Professor of English Law at Oxford University, the
national-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch

focus of this collection is upon exploring and reflecting upon six
fundamentals of public law and the interrelationship between them:
legislation, case law, theory, institutions, process, and constitutions.
Access to Electronic Data by Third-country Law Enforcement
Authorities - Gloria Gonzalez Fuster 2016-03-29
This study examines the challenges to European law posed by thirdcountry access to data held by private companies for purposes of lawenforcement investigations in criminal proceedings. The proliferation of
electronic communications is putting cloud-computing companies under
severe strain from multiple demands from the authorities to acquire
access to such data. A key challenge for the EU emerges when thirdcountry authorities request access to data held by private companies
under EU jurisdiction outside pre-established channels of cooperation, in
particular outside Mutual Legal Assistance (MLA) treaties. The EU
concluded an MLA agreement with the United States in 2003, which sets
the rules and procedures for lawful and legitimate access to evidence. A
key distinguishing feature of the MLA-led process is that any request for
access to data is "mediated” by or requires the consent of the state
authority to whom the request is submitted as well as scrutiny by an
independent judicial authority. Special focus is given to practical issues
emerging in EU-US relations covering mutual legal assistance and
evidence-gathering for law enforcement purposes in criminal
proceedings. The fundamental question guiding this enquiry is how best
to ensure that the rule of law and trust-based methods are respected in
these proceedings. The authors carried out a detailed survey of the main
EU legal instruments and their standards, underlining their direct
relevance for assessing the lawfulness and legitimacy of access to data.
They then outline three possible scenarios for the future and put forward
a set of policy recommendations for addressing these challenges.
The Right to Know, the Right to Live - Richard Calland 2002
The right to access information is explored in this book. The focus is on
the South African law - said to be the strongest access to information law
in the world - but there is an international perspective, with
contributions from India, Bulgaria, the United Kingdom and the United
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States.
Commissions of Inquiry and National Security - Anthony Stuart Farson
2011
This text presents a comparative, international study of commissions of
inquiry that have been convened in response to extraordinary failures
and scandals. * Gathers the expert opinions of 18 internationally
recognized experts on the subject of commissions of inquiry * Each
chapter describes the specific circumstances surrounding the creation of
the commission, the commission process and politics of investigation, the
methods used to establish conclusions, the political consequences and
impact, and the various debates regarding its purpose
Protecting National Security - Phil Glover 2021-07-27
This book contends that modern concerns surrounding the UK State’s
investigation of communications (and, more recently, data), whether at
rest or in transit, are in fact nothing new. It evidences how, whether
using common law, the Royal Prerogative, or statutes to provide a lawful
basis for a state practice traceable to at least 1324, the underlying policy
rationale has always been that first publicly articulated in Cromwell’s
initial Postage Act 1657, namely the protection of British ‘national
security’, broadly construed. It further illustrates how developments in
communications technology led to Executive assumptions of relevant
investigatory powers, administered in conditions of relative secrecy. In
demonstrating the key role played throughout history by communications
service providers, the book also charts how the evolution of the UK
Intelligence Community, entry into the ‘UKUSA’ communications
intelligence-sharing agreement 1946, and intelligence community
advocacy all significantly influenced the era of arguably disingenuous
statutory governance of communications investigation between 1984 and
2016. The book illustrates how the 2013 ‘Intelligence Shock’ triggered by
publication of Edward Snowden’s unauthorized disclosures impelled a
transition from Executive secrecy and statutory disingenuousness to a
more consultative, candid Executive and a policy of ‘transparent
secrecy’, now reflected in the Investigatory Powers Act 2016. What the
book ultimately demonstrates is that this latest comprehensive statute,
national-security-and-access-to-information-statewatch

whilst welcome for its candour, represents only the latest manifestation
of the British state’s policy of ensuring protection of national security by
granting powers enabling investigative access to communications and
data, in transit or at rest, irrespective of location.
Human Dignity and Human Security in Times of Terrorism Christophe Paulussen 2019-12-09
In this book, it is explained that despite a current drop in the number of
deaths, terrorism should still be considered a serious and widespread
problem. However, the responses to this phenomenon are often more
problematic from a long-term perspective. With the human rights
framework under serious pressure, this edited volume offers a timely,
important and critical in-depth analysis of human dignity and human
security challenges in the lead-up, and in the responses, to current forms
of terrorism. It aims to map how human dignity and human security can
be secured and how law can constitute a source of trust at a time when
Europe and the rest of the world continue to be plagued by terrorism.
The authors are both established names and upcoming talent in this
fastchanging and exciting field of law. They thoroughly analyse a variety
of topical subjects, in more conceptual chapters—for example calling for
the humanisation of the security discourse—and in highly practical
contributions, in which for instance the Kafkaesque situation in which
rendition and torture victim Abu Zubaydah still finds himself today is
considered. This book, which focuses on, but is not limited to the
situation in Western countries, aims to inspire not only
academics—through further theorisation on the sometimes elusive but
important concepts of human dignity and human security—but also
practitioners working in the field of countering terrorism. It will
hopefully convince them (even more) that following a human rights
approach will be indispensable in securing human dignity and human
security for all. Even—or in fact: especially—in times of terrorism.
Christophe Paulussen is a Senior Researcher in the Research
Department of the T.M.C. Asser Instituut in The Hague, The Netherlands
and Martin Scheinin is Professor of International Law and Human Rights
in the Department of Law of the European University Institute (EUI) in
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Florence, Italy.
Bulk Collection - Fred H. Cate 2017-09-08
This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND
4.0 International licence. It is free to read at Oxford Scholarship Online
and offered as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access
locations. This book is the culmination of nearly six years of research
initiated by Fred Cate and Jim Dempsey to examine national practices
and laws regarding systematic government access to personal
information held by private-sector companies. Leading an effort
sponsored by The Privacy Projects, they commissioned a series of
country reports, asking national experts to uncover what they could
about government demands on telecommunications providers and other
private-sector companies to disclose bulk information about their
customers. Their initial research found disturbing indications of
systematic access in countries around the world. These data collection
programs, often undertaken in the name of national security, were
cloaked in secrecy and largely immune from oversight, posing serious
threats to personal privacy. After the Snowden leaks confirmed these
initial findings, the project morphed into something more ambitious: an
effort to explore what should be the rules for government access to
private-sector data, and how companies should respond to government
demands for access. This book contains twelve updated country reports
plus eleven analytic chapters that present descriptive and normative
frameworks for assessing national surveillance laws, survey evolving
international law and human rights principles applicable to government
surveillance, and describe oversight mechanisms. It also explores the
concept of accountability and the role of encryption in shaping the
surveillance debate. Cate and Dempsey conclude by offering
recommendations for both governments and industry.
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Occupational Outlook Handbook - United States. Bureau of Labor
Statistics 1976
Beyond the Regulatory Polity? - Philipp Genschel 2014
This volume explores the involvement of the European Union in the
exercise of core state powers such as foreign and defense policy, public
finance, public administration, and the maintenance of law and order.
EU Justice and Home Affairs Law - Steve Peers 2012-08-30
Steve Peers examines the institutions of justice and home affairs policy
formulation and implementation within the EU. The author discusses the
ways in which these institutions have intervened in cases of crime,
corruption and immigration.
The NSA Report - President's Review Group on Intelligence and
Communications Technologies, The 2014-03-31
The official report that has shaped the international debate about NSA
surveillance "We cannot discount the risk, in light of the lessons of our
own history, that at some point in the future, high-level government
officials will decide that this massive database of extraordinarily
sensitive private information is there for the plucking. Americans must
never make the mistake of wholly 'trusting' our public officials."—The
NSA Report This is the official report that is helping shape the
international debate about the unprecedented surveillance activities of
the National Security Agency. Commissioned by President Obama
following disclosures by former NSA contractor Edward J. Snowden, and
written by a preeminent group of intelligence and legal experts, the
report examines the extent of NSA programs and calls for dozens of
urgent and practical reforms. The result is a blueprint showing how the
government can reaffirm its commitment to privacy and civil
liberties—without compromising national security.
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